
Siren and the Serenade
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A mystery novel for young readers featuring a detective who is as

serious about solving the case as he is about his afternoon naps.
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The streets and beaches of  Port Townsend are alive with visitors en-

joying the warm August days and spectacular vistas of  Puget Sound. 

But one keen mind is preoccupied with a more serious issue: the tra-

gic death of  the town’s most famous resident. Following his nose, in-

stincts, and leads from locals, Detective Wellington sets out to solve 

the mystery of  Siren, the Siamese show cat.

What did I know about Siren?

Well . . . let’s start with the obvious – she was elegant and re-

fined. She had a reputation for stopping German Shepherds in 

their tracks. She was a blue ribbon winner of  multiple events in 

her -month career as a Professional Show Cat. In a town com-

posed primarily of  rescues, half-breds, unregistered mutts, and 

more than one tripod, this was big news.
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Angela Cummings is a poet and author of  short 

fiction. Previous publications of  her work include 

Slightly West magazine and Cobalt Review. Her 

short story “Humane” was selected as a finalist for 

the Aspen Writers’ Foundation & Esquire magazine 

 Short Short Fiction contest. She was born 

and grew up in the Pacific Northwest.
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Tulip & Hound focuses on short offset runs, providing independent 

bookstores and authors with more favorable terms than print on 

demand. The publisher contributes to preservation of  the environ-

ment by donating % of  profits from all book sales. In addition, the 

author of  this book is donating . for every sale to animal shelters.
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